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Abst rac t - -A  rigorous nonlinear stability result for a thermoconvective ferrofluid in a porous 
medium is derived. The inertia effect is included to accommodate high velocity flow. The mathe- 
matical emphasis i  on how to control the nonlinear term caused by the magnetic body force. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Excellent reviews of ferrohydrodynamics can be found in Rosensweig [1] and Stranghan [2]. The 
specific subject of thermoconvective instability of ferrofluids is receiving considerable attention 
due to its appearance in many important physical applications. Various investigations of the fer- 
rohydrodynamic Bdnard problem by linear and weakly nonlinear analysis are given, for example, 
in [3-7]. Studies of nonlinear stability problems in ferrofluids by the energy method have been 
given by Straughan [2,8]. 
In this paper, we extend the nonlinear stability analysis to the case of thermal convection 
of a ferrofluid saturating a porous medium when an inertial effect is included. Problems of 
this type have very wide application in ferromagnetic fluids entrapped in the earth's crust. For 
studies of ferrofluids in a porous medium, one may consult e.g. [9-11]. While most studies on 
porous media have been based on Darcy's law, it is well understood that Darcy's equation has 
to be amended to account for inertial effects if the flow is not slow. In this note, we adopt the 
Darcy-Forchheimer model [12,13] which includes an inertia term of quadratic form. To adapt the 
energy stability analysis to this case, special mathematical considerations are necessary in order 
to control the additional nonlinear term. For the proposed non-Darcy model, we are able to derive 
a rigorous nonlinear energy stability result for a ferrofluid in a porous medium. We show that 
the incorporation of the inertia effect is not only physically significant but also mathematical ly 
important in establishing stability results for the present problem. 
2. MATHEMATICAL  FORMULATION 
We consider a layer of ferromagnetic fluid in a porous medium heated from below. The fluid is 
contained between two planes z = =k(1/2)d, with prescribed constant emperature Tu, TL (TL > 
Tu) at z = ±l /2d .  The flow through the porous medium is described by the Darcy-Forchheimer 
equation and the Boussinesq approximation is assumed so that the density is constant except in 
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the body force terms where p = po[1 - a (T  - To)]. Then the Darcy velocity q and pressure p
satisfy the momentum and continuity equations 
Vp = -~--q - pgk + #o(M- V)H  - cpok -(1/2) Iqlq, V .  q = o, 
k 
(1) 
where g is the gravity, tt is the viscosity (constant), k is the permeability of the porous medium, c is 
the drag constant, M is the fluid magnetization, H is the magnetic field, tt0 is the permeability of 
free space and k is the unit vector in the z-direction. The equation we adopt for the temperature 
field T is 
(poco)m~--~ + (p0c0)/q" VT  = V- (~mVT) ,  (2) 
where co is the specific heat at constant pressure, the subscripts m and f refer to the fluid-solid 
mixture and the fluid, respectively, and ~m is the overall thermal conductivity. 
Since in ferrohydrodynamics it is usual to assume that the free charge and the electric dis- 
placement are absent, Maxwell's equations are employed, 
V x H = 0, V -B  = 0, (3) 
where the magnetic induction is given by B = tt0(H + M). 
Following the suggestion in [9], the magnetization has the relationship 
M = [M0 - K(T  - T0)] H ,  (4) 
where K is called the pyromagnetic coefficient. The steady state solution of (1)-(4) is 
~1=0, 
1 
:F = To - flzd, To = -~(TL + Tu),  fl _ TL - Tu 
d ' 
1VI = (Mo + Kf lzd)k ,  f I  = (Ho - K f l zd)k .  
(5) 
We write the perturbations to the steady state as u = ft + u, T = iP + O, M = l~I - KOk ,  H = 
I=I + KV~,  ~ being the potential of the perturbed magnetic field. Using t -- t*(d2/~), x = 
x 'd ,  ~ = p*(tt~/k),  u = u*(~/d), O = O*dfi, ~ = (~m/(poco)f) ,  the nondimensional governing 
equations (dropping the star and using 0 = RO, ¢ = R~) become 
Vp = _u  _ diulu + (R  + N ) ok _ N ¢zk _ N (6) 
A 00 -~ + u .  VO = V20 + Rw,  (7) 
= ez,  (8) 
V .u  = 0, (9) 
where R 2 = 
magnetic Rayleigh number, A = ((poCo)m/(poco)f) and J = cpo(a/#) are two parameters. 
The boundary conditions we adopt here are 
1 
w=O=¢=O at z=+~,  
(aflgkd2po/nl~), the convectional Ravleigh number, N = (#oK2f l2d2k/#g),  the 
(10) 
where w is the component of u in the third direction. We assume that u, 8, p and ¢ are x, y 
periodic and the periodic cell is denoted by V. We remark that a more general boundary condition 
on the magnetic potential ¢ has the form ~ +a¢ = 0 on z = ~=1/2 (see [2-4]). Here, as in [5], we 
assume that the magnetic permeability of the solid boundary is much greater than that of fluid. 
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3. NONL INEAR STABIL ITY  ANALYS IS  
We begin the nonlinear analysis by multiplying (6) by u, (7) by 0, (8) by ¢ and integrating 
over V to find, with the use of (9), that 
,[u[[2 = (R + N)  {wo} _ N {wCz} _ N ~(0u.  VCz) - J(iul3}, (11)  
~Adllell 2 = _~(we)- IIV011L (12) 
IIV¢ll 2 = -(¢oz), (13) 
where I1' II and (.) denote the L2(V) norm and integration over V, respectively. 
The idea is to construct an energy functional of the form (12) + A1(11) + A2(13) with coupling 
parameters A1, A2 (> 0) to be judiciously chosen. Hence, defining E, I, D and Af by 
= lllollL (14) E 
( I=  R+ AIR+A1 <Ow>-Al-~<WOz}-A2<¢Oz>, (15) 
V = [[VO[[ 2 + Al[[U][ 2 + A2[[V¢[[ 2, (16) 
AxN 
J~f = - -~-(0u.  VCz} -- AiJ([ul3), (17) 
we obtain 
A dE -~- -- I - V + Af. (18) 
Define A by 
1 I 
X = max ~,  (19) 
where H is the space of the admissible solutions. Then we require A-I < 1 so that 
A dE < -aD +Af, (20) 
dt - 
with a = 1 - A - l (> 0). The second step is to control the nonlinearity Af. Using I[ • lip to denote 
the LP(V) norm, we note by the HSlder and Schwarz inequalities that 
{eu. V¢~} < (lullV¢~llOl) < Ilull~llOllq~llV¢~llq~ 
ER -q  
E 0 q q < - ( lu l  ~)p  + y I I  II.~llV¢~ll~ (21) 
= E3 ~E--(3/2 ) y( lu l  3) + 11o1163/~ IIV¢~ll~/~ 
Here the Young inequality and p = 3, q = (3/2), s = 4, r = (4/3) has been used. Now an 
estimate for the term IlVOziI is needed. We square (8) and integrate over V 
IIA¢II 2 = II0zll 2. 
A straightforward calculation shows that (see [8]) 
IIvCzll 2 <_ IIA¢II 2. 
~I .  S:I-G 
(22) 
(23) 
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Hence, it follows from (22) and (23) that 
IIVCzll _< IlOzll < IlVOll. (24) 
We now use the Sobolev inequality 
ll0ll6 _< cllVOll, (25) 
along with (24) in (21) to obtain and show 
Y ~3 3 --62N£-(312)iiOli312[iV~)zi[ 312 N <Ou. v¢:> < k-~-3-<lul > + 3R 2 
< ~-k-~ (I Ne3 u13) + 2N~-(312>llellW211el1611vel13123n~ ° 
(26) 
Ne3 3 2Ncl/2 .-(3/2 )
< ~---R--~ ( lu l )  + ---5-R-~-< Ilell611Vell 2 
2N312cl/2 
= J(iul 3) + 33/2R3j1/2 [[(~[[6[IVOi[ 2'
where e 3 has been chosen to be (3JR2/N). We point out here that there is an alternative way 
to derive estimate (26), for which we need to use the results of L p estimate for the elliptic 
equation (8). If now we use (26) in (17), we obtain 
2N3/2 cI/2 )~ I
~ 33/2R3j1/2 i[(7[i6[[V(7[[ 2. (27) 
To proceed with the energy arguments, we must consider a modified energy involving 119118. 
We multiply (7) by 95 and integrate over V to obtain 
lAd  5 ~ IIV.,II 2 = n(wo 5) - gl lV¢l l  ~, (28) 
where we have put ¢ = O 3. Using the Cauchy-Schwarz, Sobolev and HSlder inequalities, we 
estimate the first term on the right side of (28) by 
(w05) < IIw11(¢2¢0) ~/2 < Ilwllll¢l16(¢312e312) li3 
(29) 
= IIw1111¢11611¢112/3 < cllwllllV¢llll¢ll 2i3. 
We now define a generalized energy £(t) by 
e(t) = E(t) + ~ (e6>, (30) 
for ~(> 0) another coupling parameter to be selected. Then combining (18), (27)-(30), we have 
2N3/2cl/2A 1
Ad£(t)dt - < -aD-  IlVOll2 + 3312R3j1/2 [[Otl6iiV/Ti[ 2
+ Rc4llw II IIV¢II I1¢112/3. (31) 
Define :D by 
We find 
= aD + -~ IlVV.,II 2. (32) 
1 
IlwllllV¢llll¢ll2Z3 < 7 (llwl12 + IIV¢112)11¢112/3 
( 1 9)(0~),/3z~ _< max 2[A1' ~ 
1 ( 10 ~l/a < £1/3~), 
where we have selected ~ = (9/5)aA1. 
(33) 
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Then using the definition of :D and g, we deduce from (31) that  
A d£ < -'D + B IDg 1/6 + B2D£ 1/3, (34) 
dt - 
where B1 = (2N(cN)I/2Ax/3R3(3j) U2) (10/3aA1) 1/6 and B2 = (9Rc/10)(10/3aA1) 1/3. If the 
initial value satisfies the following restriction 
BIE1/6(0) + B291/3(0) < 1, (35) 
then it is easy to show g(t) -+ 0 at least exponentially as t --* oo. Moreover, we derive from (13) 
that  
IIV¢ll 2 = - (¢Oz)  -- (¢zO) _< IIV¢1111011, (36) 
Inequal i ty (36) and the Sobolev inequality I1¢il -< cllV¢l] imply that decay of £(t) ensures decay 
of ]IV¢II and ]1¢[I. It follows from (11) and (26) that 
( R )  N 2N3/2c 1/2 
Ilull 2 _< R+ II~llll011 + II~llllV¢ll + 33/2R3j1/211d1611VOII 2. 
Hence, decay of E(t) also ensures decay of Ilull. Thus we have shown the stationary solution (5) 
is nonl inearly stable provided A satisfies the restriction h -1 < 1 and the initial "energy" satis- 
fies (35). Wi th  the critical value A = 1 the maximum problem in (19) leads to the Euler-Lagrange 
equations. The numerical calculation for determining the critical stabil ity boundary of the para- 
meters R, N can be performed by solving an eigenvalue problem and then optimizing )~1 and A2. 
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